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Peace of mind and simplicity come standard 
with our backup and recovery solutions

QFile:
  

Our most basic backup and restore plan allows for file-level syncing with our off-site cloud servers.
   

QSync Backup and Disaster Recovery (BDR):

   

Our most complete option includes everything that QSync BR has to offer but allows for server continuity if 
time is of the essence in a crisis. Our onsite BDR provides ready-to-run redundant continuity hardware that 
keeps you running until new hardware can be secured.

Data is the lifeblood of your business. 
Protecting it should be your first 
priority. Your business couldn’t survive 
without its data. Unfortunately, there 
are countless ways to lose those most 
precious assets in the blink of an eye.

Dynamic Quest offers 2 levels of 
protection  to keep your business ahead 
of unfortunate surprises, and able to 
keep running through any eventuality.

Choose the backup and recovery 
solution that best fits your business 
and budget. Our solutions range from 
simple and secure to comprehensive, 
enterprise-level tools that can run 
an emergency backup of your entire 
network. With one of our automated 
solutions in place, you’ll have the peace 
of mind that comes with knowing your 
data will always be safe.

Backup Highlights   

File-level backup
At pre-  configured intervals, for servers and 
workstations

Image-level backups
Bare-metal backups from servers, workstations  
or virtual machines. Enables on-  site recovery to  
physical or virtual environments

Image-  level recovery from local backups
Image-level backups automatically performed  
at pre-  configured intervals, enabling extremely  
rapid recovery

File-level recovery from cloud
On- site recovery to physical environments

Image-level recovery from cloud
On- site recovery to physical or virtual  
environments

Multi-point backup storage
Image-level backups encrypted, compressed  
and duplicated to both local server and cloud, 
minimizing risk and providing recovery flexibility

Server continuity via redundant hardware
QSync BDR’s locally installed hardware provides near-
immediate server continuity, allowing your operations 
to continue until your failed servers are replaced

QFile                 QSync BDR    
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A simple, reliable (and low cost!) solution for  
protecting critical business data.

QFile

Affordable file-level backups:  
QFile backup is a business-class cloud backup service that provides  
file-level backup for servers and workstations at a low cost. 

Enjoy peace of mind: 
 QFile eliminates the stress of performing manual backups and the fear 
that records are incomplete or unsecure. 

Incremental backups and flexible recovery: 
QFile performs incremental backups, encryption, and compression on 
all file types, including open files. These incremental backups enable 
flexible and granular recovery, including current version restores,  
point-in-time restores, and restores to specific locations. 

Automated and secure, saved in the cloud: 
Automatic backups are validated and saved to secure cloud servers. In 
case of data loss or workstation failure, multiple recovery options are in 
place to make sure you get back up and running quickly.

Quick to install, easy to use: 
Finally, QFile backup can be installed and configured in minutes to run 
invisibly and automatically, with instant alerting and email notifications 
in case there’s a problem.

QFile is the perfect combination of power, 
convenience and cost for small business 
owners. With simple, complete and worry-free 
backup from QFile, you can keep your business 
moving forward when disasters occur.

Key Features

  Business-class cloud backup and 
recovery, providing unrivaled 
protection  of business data  

  Backup of open file types and 
support for local backups, 
matching any  business 
environment  

  Easy setup and management, 
reducing administrative burden

  User-owned encryption keys 
and compliant data centers, 
exceeding  industry standards

QFile makes file backup and retrieval easy and secure


